Interior Shutters
Timeless style

Designed by Luxaflex®. Inspired by you.

Interior Shutters
Styles and shapes to give you perfect control
of your light and privacy
A choice of four louvre sizes will help
match the look of your room.
Full height style shutters cover the entire
height of the window producing a simple
and elegant effect.
Tier on tier offers the versatilty of separate
shutters on top of each other. Each opens
individually for the ultimate light and
privacy control.
Café style cover the bottom part of the
window, leaving the top uncovered, perfect
for overlooked windows whilst allowing
natural light to flood the room.

“Stylish
and versatile,
our interior

shutters
have added the
final touch”

Faux Shutters
Versatile and durable wood impressions
Control light and privacy while feeling
confident that your shutters are also
energy efficient, fire retardant and
child-safe (no cords).
Resisting the damaging effects of
moisture, faux wood shutters are
a perfect choice for wet or humid
environments and are ideal in
kitchens, bathrooms and wet rooms.

MANUFACTURED

BRITISH

These UK manufactured
shutters have a ten year
guarantee and have
a short production
time for a high quality
custom made shutter.

Wood
Shutters
Timeless style
Combining superlative design with
timeless style, the Luxaflex® Wood
Shutter collection exudes quality and
elegance and has been designed to
suit any interior style from vintage
chic to modern minimalism.
Choose a stunning platinum white
finish, or perhaps a beautiful golden
pecan for a natural look. No matter
what colour scheme you have, you’ll
find a delightful finish to suit your style.

Vinyl
Shutters
Enduring elegance
for any room
Our vinyl shutters are fire retardant
and child safe. Their lightweight
design with internal air pockets
provide an elegant solution for
large windows as well as being
energy efficient.
Easy to maintain, washable and
waterproof, they will not fade,
crack or chip something Luxaflex®
are happy to guarantee for 25 years.

Mirror Wood Shutters
Bright coloured mirror louvres add warmth and brilliance to interiors
The timeless style of Luxaflex® Wood
Interior Shutters has been energised
with the addition of beautiful reflective
surfaces on the louvres.
Like gemstones these absorb and
reflect light creating atmospheric
colour rays. Even grey skies are
enhanced as they are reflected inside
infused with a colour lustre.

For truly exceptional, fully customised and
reliable window coverings, Luxaflex® is the perfect
choice.

Designed by Luxaflex®. Inspired by you.

To ensure that your experience
with Luxaflex® is the ver
verry best
it can be, our products are
sold b
byy prrofessionally
ofessionally trained
dealers. Our experts will
answer your questionss,, prro
ovide
home measuring and fitting
servicess, and configure your
custom product to your exact
specifications.
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With over 60 years’ experience, Luxaflex® is
committed to providing you with an unrivalled
selection of products, ffa
abrics, materials and colours
for your comfort and pleasure. All covered by a
five-year guarantee.

